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Abstract During the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption in South
Iceland, a 3.2-km-long benmoreite lava flow was emplaced
subglacially during a 17-day effusive-explosive phase from
April 18 to May 4. The lava flowed to the north out of the
ice-filled summit caldera down the outlet glacier Gígjökull.
The flow has a vertical drop of about 700 m, an area of ca.
0.55 km2, the total lava volume is ca. 2.5·107 m3 and it is
estimated to have melted 10–13·107 m3 of ice. During the first
8 days, the lava advanced slowly (<100 m day−1), building up
to a thickness of 80–100 m under ice that was initially 150–
200 m thick. Faster advance (up to 500 m day−1) formed a
thinner (10–20 m) lava flow on the slopes outside the caldera
where the ice was 60–100 m thick. This subglacial lava flow
was emplaced along meltwater tunnels under ice for the entire
3.2 km of the flow field length and constitutes 90 % of the
total lava volume. The remaining 10 % belong to subaerial
lava that was emplaced on top of the subglacial lava flow in an

ice-free environment at the end of effusive activity, forming a
2.7 km long a'a lava field. About 45 % of the thermal energy
of the subglacial lava was used for ice melting; 4 % was lost
with hot water; about 1 % was released to the atmosphere as
steam. Heat was mostly released by forced convection of fast-
flowing meltwater with heat fluxes of 125–310 kWm−2.

Keywords Volcano-ice interaction . Glaciovolcanism . heat
transfer . Iceland . Lava flow

Introduction

The largely explosive, 39-day-long, sustained eruption in the
summit caldera in Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 (14 April–22 May)
and its preceding 23-day-long effusive flank eruption at
Fimmvörðuháls (20 March–12 April) offered an opportunity
to study several aspects of lava-ice interaction. Some of these
aspects have been reported in earlier publications, including
magma-ice interaction as revealed by airborne high resolution
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) (Magnússon et al. 2012) and the
emplacement of the Fimmvörðuháls basaltic lava onto snow
(Edwards et al. 2012). Here, we analyse the subglacial emplace-
ment of a 3.2-km-long lava flow field formed in the period 20
April–4 May. We focus on the advance of the lava flow under
the glacier ice within the northern part of the summit caldera
and subsequent advance down the path of the Gígjökull outlet
glacier. The course of events was documented by frequent ob-
servation flights, where SAR images were acquired to map out
craters, ice cauldrons and lava surfaces. These data are supple-
mented by videos and still images in the visual and infrared
spectrum as well as close inspection of the lava shortly after
the eruption ended and during field visits in August 2011 and
August 2012. We describe the lava-ice-water interaction during
emplacement of the lava flowwithin the summit caldera and, in
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the Gígjökull outlet glacier, establish a thermal model for the
system that describes as accurately as possible the heat transfer
mechanisms involved and construct a conceptual model for the
emplacement of the lava field.

Background

In Iceland, volcanic eruptions beneath glaciers and at ice-covered
volcanoes are common (e.g. Larsen 2002; Gudmundsson 2005;
Jakobsson and Gudmundsson 2008 and references therein).
These eruptions pose a high risk to communities in the vicinity
of volcanoes,mainly because of jökulhlaups (flash floods) caused
by rapid ice melting (Gudmundsson et al. 2008; Tuffen 2010;
Edwards et al. 2015a). Because of this, glaciovolcanism has been
studied in Iceland both for historical eruptions (e.g.
Gudmundsson et al. 1997, 2004; Gudmundsson 2005; Edwards
et al. 2012; Gudmundsson et al. 2012) and for prehistoric erup-
tions (Höskuldsson et al. 2006; Stevenson et al., 2006;McGarvie
2009; Pollock et al. 2014; Schopka et al. 2006; Tuffen et al. 2008;
Stevenson et al. 2011).

Volcanic eruptions at ice-covered stratovolcanoes occur
globally, including in North and South America, Kamchatka,
New Zealand and the Antarctic. Rapid ice melting during these
eruptions can be caused by the emplacement of hot volcanic
material onto ice and snow-covered slopes (e.g. dome col-
lapses, pyroclastic flows, pyroclastic falls) that can produce
swift outburst floods and lahars (Major and Newhall 1989;

Pierson et al. 1990; Belousov et al. 2011; Waythomas 2014;
Delgado-Granados et al. 2015). The potential for disaster from
such events was tragically demonstrated by the 1985 eruption
of Nevado del Ruiz, where more than 20,000 people in the
town of Armero, Columbia, lost their lives in a lahar generated
by a relatively small eruption onto the volcano’s ice-covered
summit (e.g. Pierson et al. 1990; Witham 2005). At some ice-
covered stratovolcanoes, historical effusive eruptions have also
produced meltwater floods when lava interacted with ice and
snow (Major and Newhall 1989) including several examples at
Chilean volcanoes (Naranjo et al. 1993; Moreno and
Fuentealba 1994; Naranjo and Moreno 2004).

As far as the authors are aware, the work presented here is
to date the most comprehensive real-time set of observations
yet published on a lava field erupted into a subglacial
environment.

Geological setting

Eyjafjallajökull is an ice-capped stratovolcano located near
the southern sector of the Eastern Volcanic Zone (Fig. 1). It
is elongated east-west, rising to 1650 m above sea level (asl)
from a base at 20–200 m asl. The summit of the volcano is
covered by an 80-km2 ice cap and contains an ice-filled sum-
mit caldera that is about 2.5 km in diameter and has a maxi-
mum ice thickness of 400 m in the eastern part but about
200 m in the western part (where the 2010 eruption was

Fig. 1 Location of
Eyjafjallajökull and the study
area, marked with a rectangle on
the Iceland map. The volcanic
zones are labaled Western
Volcanic Zone (WVZ), Eastern
Volcanic Zone (EVZ) and
Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ)
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located). On the slopes outside of the caldera, the ice thickness
is typically less than 100 m (Strachan 2001; Magnússon et al.
2012). The caldera wall is breached on the north side, where
ice in the caldera flows into the Gígjökull outlet glacier
through an 800-m-wide gap (Figs. 1 and 2). Prior to the
2010 eruption, the ice elevation at the northern caldera margin
near the head of the Gígjökull outlet glacier was about 1400m
asl. The outlet glacier cascades downwards from the caldera
with an average slope of 14° from 1400 to 800 m asl; between
800 and 200 m, it becomes considerably steeper (up to 26°).
Prior to the 2010 eruption, the outlet glacier terminated in the
Gígjökull proglacial lagoon (Fig. 2).

The 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption

Before 2010, Eyjafjallajökull had erupted at least four times in
the last 1500 years: ca. 500, 920, 1612 and 1821–23 CE
(Larsen et al., 1999; Gudmundsson 2005; Óskarsson 2009).
The 2010 eruption in Eyjafjallajökull was preceded by seis-
micity and ground inflation in 1994, 1999 and 2009 related to
intrusive activity (Sturkell and Sigmundsson 2003; Pedersen
and Sigmundsson 2006, Sigmundsson et al. 2010). When the
rate of seismicity and uplift increased in January 2010, the
civil protection authorities raised the alert level for the volca-
no. The activity intensified significantly in March
(Sigmundsson et al. 2010), and on 20 March, a small basaltic
effusive fissure eruption started at Fimmvörðuháls, on the
northeast flank of Eyjafjallajökull, 9 km to the east of the
summit caldera (Fig. 1). This flank eruption terminated on
12 April and produced a series of small lava flows that cov-
ered an area of 1.3 km2 and had a total volume of 0.02 km3

(Edwards et al. 2012). In the evening of 13 April, an intense
swarm of earthquakes started beneath the summit caldera and
a subglacial eruption started at about 01:15 GMTon the morn-
ing of 14 April. A white eruption plume was visible at 06:00
when the eruption broke through the ice cover (Gudmundsson
et al. 2012; Magnússon et al. 2012). Due to the threat of

jökulhlaups from the melting of ice in the summit region, ca.
800 people living nearby were evacuated. The eruption was
explosive from 14 to 18 April (phase 1), supporting plumes
rising to 5–10 km asl, but by 18 April, the vigour of the
eruption was much reduced, demarcating the onset of phase
2 (Guðmundsson et al. 2012; Fig. 3). While the explosive
activity continued, its intensity weakened and plume heights
decreased to 3–5 km. During phase 2, a lava flow advanced
3.2 km down into Gígjökull outlet glacier. The formation of
this lava field is the subject of this paper. The intensity of the
explosive activity picked up again around 5 May and
remained at higher levels until 17 May, with plumes typically
rising to 6–8 km asl height (phase 3). A fourth and final de-
clining phase of continuous activity began on 18 May and
ended with eventual cessation of the explosive activity on 22
May.

Methods

The eruption in Eyjafjallajökull was monitored and recorded
in a variety of ways: Aircraft-based synthetic aperture radar
(SAR), other airborne observations (visual and infra-red im-
aging), satellite imaging, tephra sampling, seismicity, web
cameras and river measurements (Fig. 1) (e.g. Arason et al.
2011; Marzano et al. 2011; Gudmundsson et al. 2012;
Magnússon et al. 2012). In this paper, we present results and

Fig. 2 North side of Eyjafjallajökull on 19 March 2010 prior to the
eruption

Fig. 3 Arial photograph taken looking towards the south and synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) image from 19April 2010. Channel openings (CO),
which are labelled from 1–5, formed during a jökulhlaup that occurred in
the first days of the eruption. A flow comprising meltwater and volcanic
clasts travelled partly on the surface of the glacier (red dotted line)
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analyses based on mainly visual and aircraft observations dur-
ing the 15 days of the emplacement of the 3.2 km lava flow.

Definitions

We use the term caldera to refer to the summit caldera of
Eyjafjallajökull (Fig. 2) and vent to describe the exit point of
magma from bedrock to the base of ice. Ice cauldron is the
steep-walled depression melted in the ~200-m-thick ice above
the vent within the caldera (Figs. 3 and 5). Cinder cone is the
cone-shaped landform built inside the ice cauldron around the
vent (Fig. 4). Lava mound is used for the lava mass that accu-
mulated on the northern flank of the cinder cone. A depression
in the ice forms due to melting of ice at the base. Ice tunnels
were formed by meltwater at the glacier base, and when the
roof of the tunnels melted away, an ice canyon formed. The
length of the lava flow is defined as distance from the cinder
cone to the lava front.

Syn-eruption observations

Airborne observations were made almost daily using helicop-
ters and a Dash 8 airplane operated by the Icelandic Coast
Guard and small commercial piston-engine airplane. The
Dash 8 is equipped with high definition cameras, infrared
video recorders, side scan radar and, most importantly, a
SAR (Magnússon et al. 2012) that was operated from a dis-
tance of 15–90 km at an altitude of 4–5 km asl and for which
cloud cover, steam and ash plumes are transparent. In the first
hours and days of the eruption, the SAR was used to record
rapid ice melting that formed ice cauldrons within the summit
caldera, as well as subsequent changes in their geometry
(Magnússon et al. 2012). During the lava effusion phase of
18 April–4May, changes related to ice surface subsidence and
the growth of the lava field were monitored by SAR.

Post-eruption observations

The lava field in Gígjökull was visited in August 2011 and
August 2012. It was confined on the east and west by ice walls
forming an ice canyon. Textural and morphological variations
of the lava were documented to identify possible evidence of
lava-ice interaction. Field mapping also enabled cross-
checking of the aerial and satelli te observations.
Eyjafjallajökull was mapped with an airborne LiDAR on
August 12, 2010 (Jóhannesson et al. 2013). The density of
the LiDAR point clouds allows interpolation of a regular ele-
vation grid with a 2 × 2 m cell size and vertical accuracy of
<0.5 m (Jóhannesson et al. 2011). The LiDAR map thus pro-
vides details of the topography, including the lava flow

surface, crevasse patterns and the various depressions and
features in the glacier. This accurate digital elevation model
(DEM) allowed detailed cross sections to be constructed of the
lava field, accurate calculations of areas and provided con-
straints for volume estimates.

Observations

Emplacement of the lava flow field and course of events

During the first 2 days of the eruption (14–15 April), ice
cauldrons with vertical walls formed around the active vents
in the western part of the ice-filled summit caldera where the
ice was c. 200 m thick. Water and pyroclasts accumulated in
these cauldrons and were episodically flushed in
hyperconcentrated jökulhlaups down the northern flank of
Eyjafjallajökull. The eruption occurred in late winter, at a time
when the glacier’s subglacial drainage system from the previ-
ous summer was sealed or very inefficient (Magnússon et al.
2012). As a result, rapid formation of meltwater produced
high water pressures at the glacier base as well as new path-
ways. As a result, five channel openings (CO1-CO5) formed
in the glacier (Fig. 3), with water escaping and partly flowing
supraglacially down the outlet glacier. The channel openings
formed in areas with pre-existing crevasses above bedrock
undulations. Thus, the meltwater exploited weaknesses in
the ice to accommodate the high basal pressures (Fig. 4;
Magnússon et al. 2012).

The course of events during phase 2, when the lava field
was being emplaced, is summarized in Table 1 and Figs. 3,
4, 5 and 6. On 19 April, an intense, thick white steam
plume, apparently free of tephra, was first detected, rising
in the northern part of the ice cauldron surrounding the
active vent. This was interpreted as lava-ice interaction in-
volving steam formation without evidence of significant
magma fragmentation. At this time, meltwater discharge
from Gígjökull also started to increase gradually (Fig. 6).
From 21 April to 24 April, a depression in the ice north of
the active vent gradually grew deeper until a 50 m deep
trench that measured 500 m × 500 m had formed where
the ice had previously been 150-200 m thick. No breach in
the visible cinder cone wall was observed—apparently, the
lava flowed under the cinder cone rim. The pattern of
crevassing and ice subsidence indicates that the lava flow
reached the northern caldera margin on 29 April. Initially,
the average lava advance rate is estimated <100 m day−1. On
30 April, surface features of the lava flow were first ob-
served in the ice canyon on SAR images; these features
being clearly distinct from the ice as a bright surface that
indicated a high degree of that surface roughness. These
observations confirmed the existence of an active lava flow
advancing down the slopes. During this time, steam rose
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from crevasses in the glacier at progressively greater dis-
tance from vent and was followed by collapse/melting of
ice above the tunnels where the lava flowed; eventually, this

process formed a fully open ice canyon. On 1 May, the ice
canyon stretched half way down the glacier and intensive
steam generation from the whole canyon (Fig. 5d). Lava

Fig. 4 Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images show changes in the
glacier morphology during the advance of the lava flow. Channel
openings (CO 1–CO 5) are marked with blue while the estimated
position of the lava front is marked with red arrows. The lava front was

estimated from visual observation and indicated by a dense steam plume.
SAR images were used to identify the migration of the lava and were not
affected by steam and clouds which obscured the visibility
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propagated outside the caldera between 30 April and May 4
with the fastest advance and open ice canyon formation
observed between 2 May and 4 May. During this period,
the lava flow advanced at ≤500 m day−1 reaching its max-
imum length of 3.2 km from its source. At the same time,
meltwater discharge increased from 80 to 300 m3 s−1 follow-
ed by an abrupt drop to 50 m3 s−1 on 5 May (Fig. 6). At no
time was lava observed flowing on top of ice, apparently all
lava advance occurred at the glacier bed.

At the end of the eruption, the lowermost part of the lava
flow field was covered by fragmented glacier ice. During the

summer and autumn after the eruption, the ice melted away
and the lava field was exposed (Fig. 7). These areas were
explored in the summer of 2011 and 2012.

Field observations of lava characteristics

The morphology of the lava observed on ground in the low-
ermost 800 m of the lava flow defines two distinct types
(Fig. 8a), one of which has characteristics of a lava flow that
has interactedwith ice (Fig. 8c) andwater, and the other shows
no water or ice interaction (Fig. 8b).

Table 1 Observations from flights and web cameras on April 20–May 4

Date Observation

April 20 A narrow depression over the meltwater path of the jökulhlaups north from the vent area was clearly visible
but very little other subsidence of the ice had occurred (Fig. 4). Steam generation was limited.

April 21 Steam was observed rising from the north sides of the west cauldron (Fig. 5) in the morning, and in the afternoon,
a dense white eruption plume rose straight up from the summit up to 3 km asl. Supraglacial water came from the
lowermost channel opening (CO5) in 1300 m asl. Meltwater flowed partly on the surface of the glacier, around the
mid-section (1300–2500, 900–600 m asl) (Fig. 5). Flowing water was observed in some of the channel openings. At
places, the pathways of water were blocked leading to temporary water accumulation in the channel openings. No
steam was observed in channel openings. Continuous low discharge of meltwater spread out on the delta covering the
area of the former lake Gígjökulslón.

April 23 SAR images showed that a cinder cone was building up within the ice cauldron (Fig. 4), isolating the vent from the
surrounding ice. A lava mound was seen on the northern slopes of the cinder cone. No changes in channel openings
were observed.

April 24 The bottom of the depression since April 20 was melted away and steam rose from a 500 m × 100 m are within the
depression, reaching from the cinder cone (Fig. 5). Steam plume rose to the summit elevation of Eyjafjallajökull
(1.6–1.7 km asl, 200–300 m over source). No steam was observed from the channel openings in Gígjökull.

April 26 SAR images (Fig. 4) revealed that the rims of the cinder cone continued to grow and fill up the volume within the ice
cauldron. The lava mound on the northern slopes of the cinder cone it had grown since April 23.

April 27 Ice had completely melted above the lava out to 1100 m and had merged with CO 1 forming a continuous ice canyon.
A steam plume rose to a few hundred metres at 500 m (Fig. 5). FLIR images revealed >400 °C on the cinder cone and
on the lava surface at the bottom of the ice canyon, where visible between steam clouds. Fumes rose from channel
opening CO 5 and a new hole in the ice between CO 4 and CO 5 with concentric subsidence around it. This suggested
warm meltwater draining after temporary storage at this location.

April 28 Fumes rose temporarily from CO 4 and CO 5 in association with small flash floods on the delta in front of Gígjökull.
The largest such flood occurred at 11:28. As the water reached the delta, it was still warm, since fumes rose from the
floodwater. A constant steam plume was seen in the lower most part of the glacier (CO 5).

April 29 The size of the lava mound increased since April 26 (Fig. 4). The ice canyon extended northwards, merged with the
upper most channels opening (CO 1), passed west of CO 2 and reached to CO 5. A part of the SAR images show in
great detail the surface of the lower part of Gígjökull. No changes had occurred since the floods on April 14–16.

April 30 Surface features of the lava were visible for the first time on SAR images (Fig. 4). The lava was observed as flowing
through the ice canyon to the west of the eastern channel openings (CO 1–CO 3). The lava was 1700 m long. In the
evening (21:00), web cameras showed thick, continuous steam plume rising from the whole ice canyon.

May 1 Ice canyon reached down to the mid-section of the glacier at 2100 m (900 m asl) (Fig. 4). Steam plume rising from the ice
canyon north of the crater was denser than before and was generated from the whole ice canyon (Fig. 5), largely obscuring
its base. No steam rose up from CO 2 and CO 3. The glacier was heavily crevassed on both sides of the ice canyon.
Large, seemingly unstable blocks of ice marked the margins of the tunnel in places.

May 2 A continuous steam plume was generated from the ice canyon during the day.

May 3 The ice canyon stretched all the way from the crater down to lenght 3050 m, at an altitude of 800 m. Surface features of the lava
flow were visible on SAR images, showing levies to the sides and a trench in the centre (Fig. 4).

May 4 The flow had reach 3200 m in length and could be split into an upper flow and a lower flow, with the upper flow terminating
in a distinct front, some 500 m south (unslope) of the margin of the lower flow. Apparently, the upper lava had flowed down the already
formed ice canyon, having limited contact with ice. The lava front was 350 m from reaching the upper part of the delta in front
of Gígjökull. Steam rose only from the lower end of the ice canyon, as well as some more fumes occasionally rising from the
upper parts of the ice canyon.
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Subglacial lava

The lava furthest (3.2 km) from the caldera comprises
mostly individual lobes that partly overlap each other,
being emplaced until May 4. The surface is covered by
breccia and tephra, and the lava has vesicular tops and
dense, vitric cores. In several locations, remnants of ice
tunnels (ice arches) were found 2.8–3.2 km from the vent

area. In these tunnels, lava tongues on the order of few
metres wide are frequently covered by water-transported
sediments (Fig. 8e). These lavas are interpreted as having
been emplaced subglacially at the glacier-bedrock inter-
face. The abundance of vitric material, lack of oxidation
and locations within ice tunnels (preserved locally) are
consistent with lava advance through meltwater tunnels,
largely filled by meltwater.

Fig. 5 Advance of lava downslope from summit (April 21, April 24,
April 27, May 1 and May 5). a On April 21, lava started to flow down
the northern flank of the cinder cone building upwithin the northern-most
ice cauldron. A thick white steam plume indicated direct lava/ice contact.
b The lava mound continued to grow, and on April 24, it started to
advance to the north, widening the ice cauldron to the north. c By April
27, the deforming ice in the depression north of the lava mound was
completely melted, allowing the lava to flow subaerially for the first

300 m away from the centre of the lava mound. d On May 1, the lava
advanced faster because it encountered previously melted tunnels and a
steeper bedrock surface. The upper part was subaerial while the lower part
flowed subglacially in tunnels, allowing direct lava-ice and water
interaction. e After advancing faster from April 29–May 4, the lava
reached its maximum length of 3200 m, measured from the outer rim of
the cinder cone, on May 5. Thick white steam rises from the lava front
while an ash-rich plume rises from the cinder cone

Fig. 6 Discharge of meltwater
from Gígjökull and temperature
measured at Markarfljótsbrú,
18 km downstream from
Gígjökull in the period from April
20 to May 7
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Subaerial lava

Approximately 500 m upstream from the end of the lava field,
a steep, blocky lava front rests on top of the lava mounds
interpreted as emplaced subglacially. The upper blocky lava
has a typical subaerial lava morphology and is covered by
partly oxidized blocks (clinker) and minor tephra cover on
its surface (Fig. 8d). The subaerial lava flow is typified by
an open lava channel bounded by well-developed levees. It
was emplaced after the bulk of the ice melting took place in
Gígjökull. At the time of its emplacement, the ice canyon had
already formed and the subaerial lava flow advanced with
limited interaction with water and ice for 2.7 km downslope
from the caldera margin. After its emplacement, ice fragments

occasionally fell onto the solidified surface causing small
steam plumes.

Estimates of lava area and volume

The lava flow is easily delineated on the LiDAR map from
August 2010 (Fig. 9), from which its area is determined to be
0.55 ± 0.10 km2. In order to estimate the average flow field
thickness, a set of cross sections was extracted from the
LiDAR map at 200 m intervals along the entire flow field.
Maps of the subglacial bedrock topography before the erup-
tion are not available. However, after the eruption, the bedrock
was visible in several places along the ice canyon. The surface
slope of the glacier (Fig. 10) also provides constraints on the

Fig. 7 Satellite image showing
the outlines of the lava (red,
dotted line). East and west
margins of Gígjökull glacier are
marked with dashed orange line
and channel openings 2 and 4
with a broken yellow line
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pre-eruption topography. We assume a glacier relating basal
shear stress (τ0), ice thickness (H) and slope (α). Here, the
density of the glacier is ρice (900 kgm3), g is gravitational
acceleration (9.8 ms−2) and f´(0.75) is the ratio between driv-
ing stress and basal stress estimated from the width of the
glacier (Paterson 1994):

H ¼ τ0
f
0
ρicegsin αð Þ ð1Þ

Equation 1 can be used to estimate the thickness of the
glacier and therefore also the bedrock elevation. Together with
observations in the field, we calculate a lava volume
(Vlava) of 2.5±0.6 · 10

7 m3. About three quarters of this vol-
ume resides inside the summit caldera (1.8 ± 0.5·107 m3) and
one quarter (0.7 ± 0.2·107 m3) forms a much thinner lava flow
along the path of Gígjökull, outside the summit caldera. The
entire lava field within the summit caldera is considered to be
subglacial, as is most of the lava in Gígjökull, yielding a total

subglacial volume of 2.3±0.6 · 107 m3 and 0.2 · 107m3 for the
subaerial lava.

Thermal history of the lava-ice-water system

Controlling modes of heat transfer

Heat transfer in a subglacial environment, where ice, water
and lava interact, is controlled by thermal convection and
advection of heat by flowing water which is about two orders
of magnitude more effective as a coolant than air under con-
ditions of both free and forced convection (e.g. Çengel and
Boles, 2006). Another factor that contributes to heat transfer is
steam generation, where heat can be lost to the atmosphere, as
well as heat conducting to the underlying bedrock (Wooster
et al. 1997). In general, heat transfer from lava to its surround-
ings involves a complex mixture of processes including radi-
ation, convection and conduction. Where lava is submerged in

Fig. 8 a The lowest part of the
lava field where the subaerial lava
flow stops and the subglacial lava
is visible. b, d The subaerial lava
has blocky surface and less tephra
coverage. c The subglacial lava
flow is lobate with breccias on top
and thicker tephra cover. e Ice
arch, remnants from ice tunnels.
Subglacial lava is outlined by red
dotted line. The lava is partly
covered by water-transported
sediments
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water, the lava surface is rapidly cooled with heat transfer
controlled by conduction through a rapidly formed lava crust,
when water flows on top, rapid heat transfer is aided by forced
convection in the water. Radiation to the overlying water can
be ignored as lava surface temperatures are expected to drop in
a matter of seconds from magmatic to values closer to that of
the surrounding water (Moore, 1975). As in the flow of lava
on the surface of the Earth, the insulating effects of the rapidly
formed lava crust are essential for keeping the lava hot and
fluid and allowing it to continue downslope (e.g. Keszthelyi

et al. 2006). After an eruption, residual heat retainedwithin the
lava is gradually released during cooling.

Energy balance for subglacial lava flow

During the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption, the mass of lava
erupted and the mass of ice melted can be estimated with rea-
sonable accuracy (about 20 % uncertainty) and the temperature
of the meltwater released from the glacier is known. Thus,
individual components of the system’s heat balance can be

Fig. 9 LiDAR map of
Eyjafjallajökull measured in
August 2010 (Jóhannesson et al.
2013) showing the summit
caldera of Eyjafjallajökull, craters
formed during the 2010 eruption
and the outlet glacier and
Gígjökull, where lava (marked
with green line) flowed during the
eruption. The map has resolution
of 2 × 2 m. Lines labelled a to d
correspond to topographic
profiles shown to the right
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estimated. The results enable comparison of estimates of the
total thermal energy of the lava to the heat consumed bymelting
ice, heating of meltwater and steam generation. We also con-
sider the implications for residual heat and estimate the rates at
which heat was lost from the lava as thermal energy.

Here, a simple energy balance is applied to estimate the
average heat transfer rates from observations and fieldmeasure-
ments making use of heat transfer applications to these settings
(Höskuldsson and Sparks 1997; Wooster et al. 1997; Wilson
and Head 2002; Gudmundsson 2003; Wilson and Head 2007).

Energy balance of the lava-ice-meltwater-steam system

The overall heat balance for the system during emplacement
of the subglacial lava flow can be written as follows:

Elava ¼ Eice þ Ewater þ EsteamþEres; ð2Þ

where Elava is the total available thermal energy from the
erupted lava, Eice is energy spent melting ice, Ewater is energy
extracted from the lava by meltwater and not transferred to the
ice, Esteam is energy used for steam generation into the atmo-
sphere and Eres is the residual energy stored in the lava field
after lava emplacement came to a halt. Energy transferred to
the bedrock via conduction in the time frame of the emplace-
ment of the lava is negligible and therefore not included in the
overall heat balance. Heat lost with radiation to the atmo-
sphere is also considered to be negligible for the subglacial
lava flow.

Initial heat in the lava flow

The amount of thermal energy available from the lava by
cooling (sensible heat) and solidification (latent heat) is ob-
tained from

Elava ¼ V lavaρlava Llava þ cp;lava Ti−T0ð Þ� � ð3Þ

where Vlava is the volume of subglacially erupted lava flow
(2.3 ± 0.6 · 107 m3), ρlava is density (2400 kg m−3;
Gudmundsson et al. 2012), Llava is the latent heat of fusion
(3.7·105 Jkg−1), cp , lava is the lava heat capacity (1.0·103

Jkg−1 K−1; Oddsson et al. 2016), Ti is the initial (magmatic)
temperature (1300 K, Keiding and Sigmarsson 2012) and T0 is
the ambient temperature (taken to be the freezing point of
water, T0 = 273 K). We constrain Eres by estimating the first
three terms on the right hand side of eq. (2) and then use eq.
(3) to estimate the total heat available. The difference provides
an estimate of Eres, which should be lost gradually over a
timescale much longer than the duration of lava emplacement.
Using eq. (3), the total thermal energy contained in the sub-
glacial lava flow is estimated to be

Elava ¼ 7:8� 2:2*1016 J:

Heat consumed for ice melting

The thermal energy required to melt ice can be estimated from

Eice ¼ V iceρiceLice ð4Þ

Standard values for ice are used in Eq. (4) with ρice =
900 kg m−3 and Lice = 334 kJ kg−1 (Çengel and Boles, 2006).

Volume of melted ice (Vice) was estimated by calculating
the ice loss from digital elevation models (DEM) produced
before and after the eruption. Within the summit caldera, the
volume of ice melted after 18 April is 6.8 ± 0.7·107 m3 and the
volume melted to the north of the summit caldera, in
Gígjökull, is 4.6 ± 0.5·107 m3. This gives a total of
1.14 ± 0.17·108 m3 of ice melted due to the advance of the
lava, equivalent to 1.05 ± 0.16·107 m3 of water. Thus, Eice is
3.5 ± 0.5·1016 J, ~45 % of the total energy.

Heat advected with meltwater beyond glacier margin

The temperature of the meltwater was measured 18 km down-
stream from Gígjökull. Analysis of the temperature series

Fig. 10 South–North cross-
section over the summit, main
vent area and Gígjökull glacier
showing the altitude of the glacier
surface prior to the eruption. The
post-eruptive section from the
main vent down to length of 3200
m is the lava surface
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(lower curve on Fig. 6) shows diurnal variations until 28
April, suggesting daytime heating over this period. This indi-
cates that atmospheric heat was transferred to the river and that
the meltwater issued from Gígjökull at a temperature not sig-
nificantly above zero. In the period 28 April–5 May, spikes in
water temperature ranging from 8° to 17 °C occur when water
discharge is 70–300m3 s−1. This is in line with observations of
steaming water emerging fromGígjökull which indicates tem-
perature of significantly above freezing, although no direct
temperature measurements were made close to the outlet. At
other times (e.g. mid-day 1 May), ice in the water, both at the
outlet and by the bridge, 18 km downstream was observed
indicating that the meltwater was emerging at ~0 °C. An order
of magnitude estimate of energy transport associated with
meltwater beyond the ice edge can be made by assuming that
the observed peaks in temperature between 28 April and 5
May represent release of meltwater at temperatures two to
three times higher than measured at the bridge (8–50 °C),
assuming significant cooling of meltwater along the 18 km
river path. The volume of water released during these temper-
ature peaks was approximately 2.5·107 m3.

The energy consumed to heat the meltwater can be crudely
estimated by summing up the contributions from the six oc-
casions of elevated temperature observed between 28 April
and 5 May:

Ewater ¼ ρwatercp;water∑
6
i¼1 ∫tfti

dV

dt

� �
water

T tð Þdt
� �

: ð5Þ

Here, (dV/dt)water is discharge in m3 s−1, T(t) is estimated
water temperature (2–3 times observed at bridge), ti is the time
of initiation of the temperature anomaly and tf is the time when
it stops and cp ,water is the heat capacity of water
(4.187 kJkg−1 K−1). The thermal anomalies occurred on
April 28 and 29 and May 2, 3, 4 and 5. Ewater is then 2–4·
1015 J, an order of magnitude smaller than the energy used for
melting ice.

Heat consumed for steam generation

The energy consumed by steam generation is estimated using
the empirical relationship between the energy required to gen-
erate the plume (Q) and the height of the top of the plume (H)
(Morton et al. 1956) in standard atmosphere:

H ¼ 46Q
1
4 ð6Þ

H is measured in m and Q in kW. This equation can be
solved for Q, as

Q ¼ 2:23 10−7H4 ð7Þ

A first-order estimate of the magnitude of energy used to
generate the steam plume can be made by integrating equation

(7) using records of steam plume height over time (Morton
et al. 1956):

Esteam ¼ ∫t0 2:23 10−7H4
� 	

dt: ð8Þ

The integration is performed over the time when significant
steam plumes were generated. Steam generation from the ice
canyon was intense for 4 days, 1 May–4 May. As it was only
possible to observe the steam plume during the day, the
highest plume altitude measured per day was used and as-
sumed to apply over 24-h period. The maximum height is
used to obtain an order of magnitude of the upper bound of
the energy required for the plume. The steam rose to a maxi-
mum of 2.0 ± 0.2 km above the lava field for 2 days and
1.0 ± 0.1 km for the other 2 days. This gives a total
Esteam=6.5 · 10

14 J for these 4 days, which is two orders of
magnitude less than the energy required to melt ice.

Total energy balance

From the energy balance calculations above, we find that the
estimated residual energy in the lava field after effusion ceased is

Eres ¼ Elava− Eice þ Ewater þ Esteamð Þ
¼ 7:8� 2:2*1016−3:7� 0:6*1016 ¼ 4:1� 1:7*1016 J

This result implies that at least 50 % of the initial thermal
energy within the lava is extracted from it during emplace-
ment. The remaining 50 % of the energy is stored mostly in
the thickest part of the lava in the summit caldera. The low-
ermost part, where the lava is thinnest and meltwater has
good access to the lava field, heat is extracted at a much faster
rate.

The importance of meltwater during the emplacement of
the lava is twofold: first, it extracts heat from the lava, which
could affect the lava’s viscosity and physical behaviour
(Griffiths 2000), and secondly, it transports the heat down-
slope from the location of the lava at any given moment
resulting in enlargement of existing subglacial ice tunnels
and possibly the creation of new ones, thus allowing the lava
to continue its subglacial migration.

Heat flux from lava to ice

Lava in the caldera

A growth of a depression at the surface of the glacier ice was
observed while lava was piling up within the caldera and
starting to flow subglacially towards the uppermost part of
Gígjökull. The surface depression was formed due to heat
extracted from the lava. It can be extracted by two principal
mechanisms: (1) Via conduction from the upper surface of the
lava to the ice, with the resulting meltwater flowing
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continuously away from the contact zone. (2) Via infiltration
of water into cooling cracks in the lava, where heat is removed
and convected away by the water and possibly steam formed
in the cracks (Tuffen et al. 2002). This second process may, at
least, initially enhance heat transfer and consequently the rate
of ice melting.

Heat flux can be estimated using equation 4 to calculate the
energy required to melt the observed volume of ice over a
known time period. From 21 April–24 April (72 h),
~7.5 ± 1.9·106 m3 volume of ice was melted in a 50 m deep
depression and ~500 m × 500 m in area north of the active
vent. This requires 8.9 ± 2.2·109 W. The area of the lava
emplaced under the depression is estimated from the Lidar
map to be 6.1 ± 0.6·104 m2, yielding a heat flux of 150 ± 25
kWm−2. This is an order of magnitude less than the heat trans-
fer on 14 April when the eruption was entirely explosive, as it
melted its way through the overlying ice while the ice caul-
drons were forming (Magnússon et al. 2012).

Lava in Gígjökull

The area of the lava flow outside the caldera, A=3.0±0.5 ·
105m2, is used to estimate the heat flux during the propagation
of the lava flow down the Gígjökull glacier. The propagation
occurred primarily 30 April–4 May (120 h) and during that
time ice melting is estimated to have amounted to 7 · 107 m3,
or Eice= 2 · 1016 J. If we assume that the average lava area over
this period is half the final (A/2), the following expression can
be used for heat flux (q):

q ¼ 2E

At
: ð9Þ

Applying equation 9 to the 30 April–4 May period, we get
a flux ~310 kWm−2. This value is twice that of the caldera
lava, perhaps because the steeper slope caused faster lava and
meltwater flow, leading to more efficient forced convection. It
may also be that this value is on the high side, since tunnel
widening by warmmeltwater before 30 April may account for
a part of the ice volume melted.

Discussion

Conceptual model of the lava emplacement

Based on our observations and thermal considerations, a
conceptual model for the emplacement of lava beneath a
relatively steeply sloping outlet glacier is presented. We
consider that meltwater is the working fluid that transfers
heat from the lava and advects heat downslope where it is
used in enlarging existing meltwater tunnels and, to a
lesser extent, in excavating new tunnels.

The model as it applies to Eyjafjallajökull is presented
schematically in Fig. 11. The first stages (Fig. 11a, b) rep-
resent the initial part of eruption, which formed ice caul-
drons with a mixture of tephra and meltwater. When hy-
drostatic pressure exceeded the glaciostatic pressure, the
mixture exited the cauldrons in high discharge
jökulhlaup (Magnússon et al., 2012). The cycle of meltwa-
ter accumulation and release was repeated until the produc-
tion of meltwater slowed or a situation of continuous drain-
age was established. The jökulhlaups formed a subglacial
drainage system that locally was open to the glacier surface
where ice tunnel roofs had collapsed. Once the ice caul-
dron had reached sufficient width and accumulation of
tephra against the ice walls had restricted contact between
magma and ice, the rate of meltwater was much reduced
(Fig. 11c). During this stage, access of water to the vents
was reduced and a cinder cone started to build up within
the ice cauldron. Coinciding with a drop in magma produc-
t i on r a t e , t h e e rup t i on tu rned pa r t l y e f f u s i v e
(Gudmundsson et al. 2012) and lava started to flow outside
the northern flank of the cinder cone within the summit
caldera, allowing lava-ice interaction and increasing pro-
duction of meltwater (Fig. 11d). Meltwater drained freely
away from the vent area as it was generated, continuing to
expand the drainage system and forming a tunnel at the
base of Gígjökull outlet glacier that extended to the glacier
snout/terminus. The widening of the tunnel was principally
thermal and was most pronounced in the first few hundred
metres downslope of the lava front but much reduced fur-
ther away. (Fig. 11e). Lava advanced subglacially down
the previously carved meltwater tunnels under Gígjökull
and thick, white steam plumes formed where direct inter-
action was between the lava and the meltwater. The lobate
morphology of the subglacial lava flow indicates that it
was transported through well-insulated pathways to the
leading edge of the flow while still relatively hot and fluid.
This was possible due to rapid formation of a coherent (and
relatively thick) insulating crust between the molten lava
and the overlying meltwater. In addition to the insulating
effect, the local bedrock slope affects the rate of advance,
but the observations cannot differentiate between this ef-
fect and the effect of possible changes in lava discharge.
The transfer of heat from the lava was meltwater-enhanced
to maintain the ice melting in the tunnels and, eventually,
the ice melted away (Fig. 11f). The subaerial lava flow is
inferred to have formed when the internal pathway within
the subglacial lava flow inside the ice canyon in the upper,
steep part of the outlet glacier, just north of the summit
caldera margin, was no longer effective. This second lava
flow (subaerial) flowed on top of the ice free and relatively
dry earlier formed lava. Steam was generated either where
ice blocks fell on top of the lava flow or meltwater streams
percolated through the top or sides of the lava, but the
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Fig. 11 Emplacement model for the subglacial lava flow in Gígjökull. a
Phreatomagmatic eruption—water-filled ice cauldron. bWater and tephra
drained from ice cauldron in a swift jökulhlaup. c Ice cauldron water
free—cinder cone starts to build up—eruption becomes mixed
explosive-effusive. d Lava advances under north cinder cone rim

towards north under ice. e Lava closest to the cinder cone no longer
covered with ice, melting continues and lava front advances under ice
down the outlet glacier. f Lava flow has reached its full length, overlying
ice mostly melted. Subglacial lava flow partly covered by subaerially
erupted lava
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fumes formed were miniscule compared to those observed
on 1–4 May.

The general scenario for lava effusion at an ice-clad
stratovolcano is described by Lescinsky and Fink
(2000). Meltwater generated due to lava-ice interaction
travels freely downslope through pre-existing englacial
and subglacial tunnels. The tunnels are enlarged by ther-
mal and mechanical erosion, allowing for increased dis-
charge and for partial tunnel occupation by lava and syn-
eruptive debris. With time and depending on the thickness
of the overlying ice, the tunnel roofs are undercut and
collapse to form an open canyon and allow meltwater to
pond. Lescinsky and Fink (2000) suggested that intense
steam indicates direct lava-ice contact; this has been con-
firmed by close field observations at recent eruptions (e.g.
2010 Fimmvorðuháls (Edwards et al. 2012) and 2012–
2013 Tolbachik (Edwards et al. 2015b)). They also sug-
gested that substantial meltwater runoff is produced. This
description fits well with the observations and the concep-
tual model presented here. However, as the emplacement
of the subaerial lava flow shows, once confining ice roofs
have melted, subsequent lava pulses may record little ev-
idence of their englacial environment and partly conceal
the evidence for ice-canyon emplacement.

Eruptive environment

Our work clearly shows that a lava flow with the same
rheology erupted within a relatively short time without
any break in discharge can result in two distinctive
morphologies after it is emplaced and solidified. The
largest influence here is the syn-eruptive change in the
surrounding environment from one where lava has sig-
nificant contact with ice and meltwater, to one with
limited or no contact with the same. The variable during
the eruption is the access and interaction with ice and
meltwater. When the ice is melted away in the lava’s
path leading to cessation of lavameltwater interaction,
the lava morphology changes. Even though the lava
may still be constrained on both sides by glacial ice
50–100 m thick, the lava morphology may not record
the presence of the glacier. This needs to be taken into
account where prehistoric subglacial lava fields are rec-
ognized. Edwards et al. (2015a) found similar effects for
lava erupted beneath snow during the Tolbachik erup-
tion, where lavas erupted beneath snow had distinctly
more bulbous morphologies and were more vitric than
surrounding subaerial lavas. The present study and that
from Tolbachik show that detailed field investigations of
lava morphologies may be necessary to identify prod-
ucts from early parts of the eruption when snow/ice was
present, which were subsequently obscured by more
typical subaerial lava morphologies.

Jökulhlaups

Jökulhlaups are one of the largest hazards associated
with volcanic eruptions in Iceland. The Eyjafjallajökull
eruption started subglacially under approximately 200-
m-thick ice. Due to the fragmentation of magma, heat
flux from the magma to the surrounding ice and water
was high, ~1–4 MW m−2 (Magnússon et al., 2012).
Meltwater was therefore generated rapidly within the
first hours of the eruption and conditions allowed melt-
water to accumulate before it was released in high dis-
charge jökulhlaups. Conditions were different when lava
started to advance under the ice. The lower heat flux
caused slower meltwater generation, and discharge oc-
curred over a much longer period of time. Therefore,
the hazard from the jökulhlaups was much lower during
the effusive phase than the first explosive phase. Risk
associated with the advancing lava relates to temporary
ponding of meltwater, and it is released in small, pul-
sating flash floods. The threat posed can therefore be
more localized, possibly mostly confined to the vicinity
of the glacier terminus.

Conclusions

The total volume of lava erupted during the 2010
Eyjafjallajökull eruption is 2.5±0.6 · 107, and it covers an area
of 0.55 ± 0.10 km2. The 2010 lava flow is divided into two
types: a subglacial lava flow which was emplaced first and
under the glacier. It interacted extensively with meltwater. The
subaerial lava flowwas emplaced after an ice canyon had been
formed and flowed subaerially with limited meltwater interac-
tion. The subglacially emplaced lava flow is larger and ac-
counts for about 90 % of the total lava output.

Continuous meltwater generation from ice melting has an
important influence on the advance of the subglacial lava flow
due to the formation of ice tunnels and the thermal extraction
from the lava. Meltwater expanded tunnels in front of the lava
flow as it advanced, allowing the lava to move further and
more rapidly beneath the ice. The rapid downslope movement
of meltwater and lava was also controlled by the slope of the
bedrock and the pre-eruption ice thickness.

Thermal constraints based on field observations and mea-
surements indicate that about 45 % of the total heat of the
subglacially emplaced lava was used for ice melting, about
4 % was advected away from the glacier as warm water and
about 1 % was released as steam to the atmosphere. The re-
maining 50% was stored in the lava, mostly in the 80–100-m-
thick pile in the caldera to the north of the craters.

The heat was mostly released by forced convection of fast-
flowing meltwater with heat fluxes of 125–310 kWm−2.
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Our emplacement model for the lava accounts for the
complex lava-ice interactions that occurred when lava
flowed inside subglacial tunnels down the Gigjökull
outlet glacier for 3.2 km.
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